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TANKOA YACHTS PRESENTS THE NEW S533 SAETTA

THE 53 METER PLANING YACHT WITH A TOP SPEED OF 28 KNOTS

TANKOA YACHTS – the first boutique shipyard with a multicultural approach to yacht construction – is proud to announce a further development in their production range with the presentation of the new model S533 Saetta.

The Tankoa S533 Saetta is a 53 meter long model (with a maximum beam of 9.2 meters) that further enriches the Italian yard’s line of planing yachts and also includes the Tankoa 58 Open launched last year. The S533 Saetta’s streamlined and aggressive lines stand out, characterized by their widespread use of glass surfaces, giving the owner and his guests the possibility to fully live the surrounding environment with nothing that interrupts their direct contact with the sea.

This is also the characterization of the exterior spaces that stand out for their essentiality and livability.

“Tankoa S533 represents a leap forward, a glimpse of the future” declared Francesco Paszkowski. “The evolution of the path we have followed up to now with the new project for Tankoa, a yard that we are proud to work with, combines speed with solidity, cleanliness of lines and forms with dynamic lightness. The extensive use of glass was adopted to bring in the sea, and the essentiality characterizing the exterior styling amplifies this sen sensation of an endless horizon.”
The three MTU 16V 2000 M94L water jets give her a top speed of 28 knots and a cruising speed of 24. At cruising speed the Tankoa S533 Saetta’s range is 600 miles; this doubles to 1,200 miles at a cruising speed of 17 knots.

**S533 SPECIFICATIONS**

- Length overall 53.00 m (173'11'')
- Maximum beam 9.20 m (30'2'')
- Length at waterline 47.30 m (155'2'')
- Draft 1.70 m (5'7'')
- Displacement at full load 310 t apx.
- Displacement at half load 290 t apx.
- Propulsion 2 Jet Kamewa 80 S III – 1 Booster Kamewa 80 B III
- Main engines 3 MTU 16V 2000 M94L
- Top speed (1/2 load) 28 knots
- Fuel capacity 40,000 l
- Fresh water capacity 6,000 l
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